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•“Virtual reality (or VR) is a computer technology that uses 
software-generated realistic images, sounds and other 
sensations to replicate a real environment or an imaginary 
setting, and simulates a user's physical presence in this 
environment to enable the user to interact with this space”

•“Augmented Reality (or AR) is a computer technology that 
superimposes software-generated images, sounds, and 
other sensations on a users perception of the physical world, 
thus providing a composite experience”

•“Mixed Reality (or MR) is the merging of the physical and 
virtual world to produce new environments where physical 
and digital objects co-exist and interact in real time.”
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http://blogs.discovermagazine.com/crux/2019/09/23/electrostimulation-study-gets-alzheimers-patients-to-recall-vivid-memories/
https://blogs.scientificamerican.com/observations/virtual-reality-might-be-the-next-big-thing-for-mental-health/
https://www.wired.co.uk/article/virtual-reality-dementia-technology
https://www.vrfocus.com/2019/02/transform-your-understanding-of-living-with-dementia-with-oculus-rift/
https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/av/business-49654052/how-virtual-reality-is-helping-people-with-dementia
https://www.wired.co.uk/article/virtual-reality-therapy-cancer-depression


• Evidence of forgotten memories being recalled thanks to using 
virtual reality.  A lady remembered a childhood holiday with her 
brother who had since passed away and literally had tears of joy 
when she remembered it after watching a VR beach experience!

Evidence of improved ability to communicate with others after 
using VR. A lady who never spoke to others started singing 
Happy Birthday during a birthday party VR experience!

Ability to travel to virtual places from users’ past as well as places 
never visited before and not thought likely to ever see.  We 
brought a lady to her beloved childhood place on her 102nd

birthday thanks to VR!
Ability to personalise content including creating personalised 

content for users to view within virtual reality for meaningful 
impact. We’ve filmed a children’s home where a resident grew 
up so she can visit it again by using VR

Users can experience activities that they can no longer do because 
of mobility, health & safety etc such as a lady who was a 
professional ice skater going back on the ice in VR.  She 
remarked that it was an incredible experience that made her 
feel young again!
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https://pixabay.com/illustrations/world-globe-earth-planet-blue-1303628/

